ABOUT US

TheraO3

Therasage is a socially conscious health consortium, that develops and cultivates the
most advanced personal healthcare technology and applied health science
applications available today.
The founders of Therasage discovered the many healing attributes and the enhanced
synergistic effects of integrating Oxygen protocols into your established daily health
routine.

TheraO3

Therasage known for its excellence in the development of
light therapy devices, has developed a uniques light source that
can split an O2 molecule into free O1. Unstable O1’s are looking to marry up with
more stable O2’s to make a newly formed O3. Hence the birth of the TheraO3.
The history of Ozone Therapy dates back to the early 1950’s in Germany and has
since gained recognition in the United States as more physicians are understanding
its health benefits. Studies have shown that as part of an overall integrative treatment
plan, it produces positive outcomes for treating a variety of conditions and illnesses
such as chronic fatigue syndrome, Lyme disease, fibromyalgia, cardiovascular
disease, diabetes, chronic hepatitis, herpes, chemical sensitivities, macular
degeneration, chronic bladder conditions, colitis, and Crohn’s disease. The form of
oxygen most people are familiar with is the kind in the air we breathe. It is the single
most important nutrient for the health and wellness of our body. It exists as a pair of
oxygen atoms and is the most stable form of oxygen O2, as well as colorless.
Ozone, on the other hand, is a form of oxygen that is composed of three oxygen
atoms O3. It is the addition of the third oxygen atom that gives ozone its remarkable
medical properties by making it a “supercharged” oxygen atom.

PERSONAL OZONE DEVICE

Ozone is found naturally in the body. In fact, our white blood cells make ozone as part
of their immune response when we don’t feel well. By using Ozone Therapy you are
essentially boosting your natural immune system, as well as, supporting your system
in several other ways. It works very well for many chronic conditions associated with
immune dysfunction, infections or inflammation.
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“Portable and Affordable”
www.therasage.com

THERA O3
Ozone therapy is an alternative approach that is a very effective way to increase the
amount of oxygen in the body and especially the blood concentration, through
cellular infusion introduction of ozone. Ozone Therapy is a powerful treatment and healing
protocol that anyone suffering with a chronic or acute health condition should strongly
consider. Enhanced Oxygen treatment can quickly improve the function of the immune
system, help detoxify the body & kill off harmful pathogens. It also has been known to
enhance hair and nails grow stronger, longer and faster. Enriched Oxygen treatments may
can make your skin to radiate and takes on a renewed healthy glow. Enhanced Oxygen in
your blood can give you more physical energy and improve your ability to fall asleep faster
and easier, with reports of more restful sleep as well.

The Best Natural Way

to Bring more
Oxygen into your Body

TheraO3 is the answer for a multi-purpose easy to use affordable portable Ozone device.

Oxygen Therapy has been viewed as one of Best ways to improve your
health and longevity.
☀ Bacterial Disease ☀ Cardiovascular Disease ☀ Diabetes☀ Lyme Disease
☀ Viral Infections ☀ Chronic Hepatitis ☀ Herpes ☀ Chronic Fatigue States
☀ Candida ☀ Macular Degeneration ☀ Parasites ☀ Chronic Bladder Conditions
☀ Colitis ☀ Auto-Immune Diseases ☀ Crohn’s Disease ☀ Stimulates your
mitochondria

Specifications:
Power: 110v / 220v
O3: 30 min - 60 min timer

THERA

Ion: 20,000 normal air
Battery: Lithium Ion - Smart
Voltage: 5000 mAh

Charges: Micro plug

